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ABSTRACT
Seeking to determine the necessary elements of a

grammar for undergraduate students with a strong interest in Old
French, the author discusses: (1) sounds, (2) forms, (3) syntax, and
(4) poetics. It is felt that the treatment accorded phonology should
be different from the traditional approach used in graduate level
grammars, since the course is to be oriented primarily toward the
reading of introductory literature. Specific texts are mentioned, and
a general course description is provided. (RL)
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A OBA111411 FOR UNDENBADUATE OID MOH

ire

In order to teach Old French to undergraduates it will be
necessary to decide on what sort of grammar to uimai: Ind by Maur I
mean a test giving a clear and adequate introduction to Obi French
sounds, formes and syntax for beginning students to use in eaquiring
an elemeiltaryareading knowledge of the language: It would, in shorts
be a handbook, Since this paper does not pretend to be scything more
than a statement of what I Wilk such a greaser should be likes I
should like to begin by making a fen; general assumptions regarding the
type of students and material I thins such a course would require.
These assumptions wills I hopes provide a context within which I can
propose a grammar that is suitable for beginning students and tbat can
be used with tho material gonerall7 available for instruction.

To begin with then, I believe one must assume that only
outstanding advanced undergraduates will be admitted into a course in
Old French. These students should possess a good undergraduate pram
paratior in French language and literature,. this means they should
have had at least three years of college French; Furthermore they would
presumably be planning to continue Old French in graduate schools
either as candidates for advanced degrees in Old French or Bounce
languages, or in areas of Engliahs cooperative. literatures or history
where several years of work in Old French is necessary for their
specialty. I do not believe this is assuming too much regarding the
plans or preparation of good seniors;

Seconds I assume that the grammar will not be a ample*
or even advanced text N there are enough of these anyway in Prima,
English, and Germ M alos but rather an elementary handbook to guide
and help the beginning student of Old French as he tries to master
the rudiments of the language and to acquire some fluency in reading;
By way of comparisons it would not be dissimilar im form to Baynaud.
de Legate Introduction Pt l'ancien aia except that the treat'
sent of syntax should perhaps be more ive than in his test;

Thirds one must take for granted Mist a number of 014 French
works are available in editions suitable for beginning students-.

Finall7s I assume that the proposed undergraduate course
will emphasize Old French literature rather than philology, in the
narrow sense of the word; and by this I mean that the object of the
course will be to teach the students to read and appreciate certain
outstanding works of Old French literatures rather than to use those
works primarily to allot, the evolution of the language from Latin to
Old or Modern French* Since agreement on this point is important in
determining the scope of any grammar prepared for undergraduate Old
French, and since ow limitation of the breadth of the course a seen
to some ill-edviseds I shall take a little time to justify yr declaim;



:1;

The interest undergraduates may have in learning Old French
Is, I believes mainly literary; in facts undergraduates, not to speak
of graduates, are often repulsed by the need to learn the development
of a language that they can scarcely read; Beginners simply find it
more interesting to ponders for exempla, the place of the Ba ligant
episode in the Roland or the conflict between love and knighthood in

than to aer4the rise and evolution of inchoative verbs in
vulgar Latin and Old French; I do not mean that the rise and develop-
ment of inchoative verbs is not interesting; only that it is more
interesting and more meaningful to a student 'when he already knows .

CU4 French and can easily recognize the verbs that stem nowt Latin
inchoatives; This would apply as well to other aspects of the dews*
lopeent of Old French: Later, of courses the student would undertake
a more intensive and thorough study of the development of the language
in a separate and more advanced graduate course:

The wishes of students can not of course be a deciding !Bator
in determining how a subject is to be taught, and there are indeed
more cogent reasons for setting up a beginning course in Old French
along the lines I have described; But I think it is not wrong to sal
attention to the desires of the students (as I see them, of course)
as long as other considerations seem to show that a beginning *ours*
should in foot answer their wishes;

For I see no reason why students can not learn to read the
Ro or Chrttients !vain or the Jeu dtAdam without a Icnewledge of
ISIrvolution of Old from Vulgar anymore than it is not
impossible for them to read Mo.liares Voltaire, or Valotry without a
knowledge of the development of Modern French: A knowledge of Modern
French philology would of course improve their understanding of modern
authors - on an advanced level. But we are hear speaking about

to read Old French, that is about a level where it is very
t for students to go into the finesses of a languages parti

maarlY a language as illusive as Old French or any other medieval
language can often be;

The order I have described whereby a student learns to read
Old French before he takes up the evolution of the language is not
unusual. I believe it is customary in teaching Middle English to begin
by making the students acquire a reading knowledge of the language
by reading some important authors usually Chaucer; A more thorough
study of the development of Middle English from Old English follows
this preparation on an advanced level. I believe a similar pattern
is followed in teaching Middle High German and Old German: For Old
French we have Latin in place of Old English and aLd German; and we
assume that the students know Latins or can be made in a short tiro
to learn it well enough to be able to undertake a meaningful study
of the development of Old French from Classical or Vulgar Latin:
Unfortunately most students know or remember about as much Latin as
English students know Old English; and their ignorance can not be
corrected by ones twos or three weeks of "review's; It is 330 wonder
that discouragement and delay are the result of beginning one Am«.
known language with a study of its development from a second unknown
language. I think reversing The order so that students loam first



to read Old French and then how Old French developed from Latin would
considerably improve the situation; For students who begin the study
of the evolution of French would be more qualified to understand and
appreciate its develop nent if they already had a reading knowledge of
both Old French and Modern French; Ctle does not expect beginning lanm
guage students to learn The history of the language at the same timethey do first and second year French, It is general practice to give
courses in the history of a language to advanced students who ballet
already had two or three years of the ismeilsgu; 'rho nave should be
true, mutatis mutandis in teaching Old French,'Trio obvious from the preceding discussion that we needs a
grammar giving not the evolution of sounds and forma, but rather a
description of Old French as it existed from about the twelfth to the
fifteenth century; With this in mind, I shall now go on to consider
the treatment of sounds, forms, and syntax in such a grfeemar;

Old French phonology will not be treated e3ctensive33 in the
type of course I have described, It should therefore be enough to
present in the grammar the Old French :minds, with perhaps a brief
historical introduction emphasizing the important changes from the
Roland, to Villon and outstanding dialectical differences that might
OlErwise cause difficulty in reading texts from different regions
of France. Such an introduction would not be unlike the introduction
to standard Latin and Greek grammars intended for classroom reference.

The section on morphology will require more extensive and
thorough treatment because a knowledga of forma. is essential for
correct reading; The student will have to know the principt declen
sions of Old French as they existed about 1100, and will need to have
an explanation of the process of simplification due to analogy,- lem
welling, changes in pronunciation, especially the silencing of 1*"
portant consonants like pi perhaps for orientation a brief historical
introduction could clari. the over-all development of forme brow
Latin to Old French, by which the student could better orient hism
self in approaching the Old French forms. But even if there is such
an introduction, emphasis should be placed on what will facilitate
reading the texts. The student must be able to diatingtdsh a maims
native singular fran an accusative plural in order to understand what
he is reading, not in order to learn how the language evolved. The
discussion should therefore emphasize difficulties that may arise
in reading Old French if the fortis are not understood; This of course
applies not only to noun, pronoun, and adjective declension, but also
to conjugation; In the presentation of the latter, the strong perfecto
and irregular verbs that develop by vocalic alternation as well as
the levelling of irregular forms should be stressed;

Syntax will also need extensive treatment; It would prom
bably be best to present the syntax in conjunction with the fon%
as Raynatri de Loge does in his Introduction for French students, since
Old French syntax and the changes ETCW place in it between the
twelfth and fifteenth centuries are dependent to a considerable den
gree on morphological changes during that time; Thus the instructor



could rm. ....waxy from forms to syntax, and the differences between
Old French and Modern French syntax could be seen to stem directlyfrom the differences in tonne. This is clamming, of courses as I doat the beginning of this paper, that the students have a satisfactogrknowledge of Modern French grasser; thus the grammattcal handbook
can confine itself mainly to the differences with only enough of thecommon traits of au and Modern French to maintain continuity andclarity in the presentation;

The divisions I have suggested for an elementary grammarare rather obvious, given the limitations that I have amused fromthe beginning of This paper; The difficulty comes in choosing what.is to be inclnieds and then arranging it coherently in the text; Ican not go very extensively into this problem here, as it is too
complicated and would require in effect a careful inspection of theavailable texts, and perhaps a few years of classroom experimentaticnwith mimeographed forms before a final text could be put together.It is possible* however, to make a few suggestions here as to theformat and presentation of the different sections of the granger.Old French is neither Classical Latin nor Modern French; the lan-guage Can be quite irregular, and standards often varied consider&the differences from one period to another, one dialects one genreto another can be very great. What texts will decide usage? iihattexts will decide what forms are "correct" or, at least, most C0140mon? To be comprehensives the grammar would seemingly have to be .longer and less elementary than was stipulated at the beginning ofthis paper.

I think that this problem solves itself. There are not
many editions of important Cad French works available that aresuitable for e].ementaiy reading, and that can be found in texts that
beginners can use; All editions presented in languages other thanEnglish and French must be rejected. Furthermore, almost all theeditions in the Sociht6 des ancients texts francais and the Claygigues fr ais Mrs-macnilt suppose raPs-riMrs wlso are more advancedthan be rs; ifiey are c tical editions, not textbooks. Othertexts, such as -appear in the Textes litt6raires francais am I etthinking in particular of Thomas' fristan and tfhristaiscre Percevalwould probably be too difficult for eirrim.inning atudentes however worthwhile they might be for reading. There are however a few standardtexts, such as Jenkins' Roland or the Blackwell series with Mariede France, for example, or pahaps even the Saint Alexia. The seriesto be edited by Mr. Nichols will provide enoWimepresentative worksto build a decent elementary greaser around; it will include theRoland, Yvain the first part of the Roman de la age, three twelfthand Uri en century plays, Villon't76anrirstament, and somerepresentative poems of the fourteenth egiaTifteenth centuries;With these editions as examples, plus a few other standard beginningtexts that might enjoy general. approval (Evert's Marie de France,
Rogues' Aucassin et Nicolette, Cluzel' a edition of courtly lyric
from theSWEE TO. the beginning of the thirteenth centuries), itshould be possible to prepare a briefs yet satisfactory Old Frenchgrainer for an undergraduate course.
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Hart should one integrate the grammatical instruction with the.texte I believe it would. be best to devise a system of cross refe-rence", and prepare a set of exercises based on the texts (and groupedby text., since one can not suppose that all the texts will be usedin any one class); Several =Naples couled be cited directly from thetext to illustrate particular forms and usage; in addition, a. numberof line references to the texts. could be added. in case The instructoror student needs additional material or illustratica. In the exer-cises the student could be required to use the handbook as a guideto explain various passages in the texts. These passages would beomitted from the illustrative examples, and Thus the student °mouldhave to show an understanding of the grammar in order to solve partd.-cular problems of reading and interpretation in the text; In thisway, all the instruction would be based directly on written OldFrench, and would provide the student with the general informationand active practice he needs in order to be able to read well. (I donot believe, however, that exercises requiring translation fromEnglish into Old French would be of much use, except as repetitivedrill; the student needs to develop an ability to identify formsand to understand Old French construction rather than to adapt hissuoself to an artificial standard of expression.)
I have covered. The main parte of the traditional .grsomsar;I should like to canment briefly before concluding on one additionthat I should like to see in such an Cad French grammar, or at leastas a supplement or additional volume; Since the undergraduate coursewill emphasise reading knowledge and appreciation, and since thereis a growing interest in literary studies of Old French works, I be-lieve that we need: an introduction to Old French poetics; A sectionon prosody is common in Latin and Greek grammars, and the instructionis just as important for Old French literature. I would propose thefollowing plan for the section on poetics. There would first be ageneral outline of medieval theories of compositions the choice ofmedian the source - and its arrangement. Tho rules of naturalaaTZ Llligificial order could be explained in conjunction with thediscussion of arrangement (!vain for example illustrates artificialorder very well), as well anS means of amplification and abbrevia-ticn, since the expansion or abbreviation of part of a work dependsto a large extent an the author's original plan; both amplificationand abbreviation play an important role in the composition of courtlymonologues in verse nuance and in the elaboration of the courtlychanson; Ilse use of commonplaces could be introduced in connectionalirms'amplifioaticas together with a sampling of the more comatozi of Old French literature that are found in the student texts
the commonplaces of courtly love). The different genres.and forms, particularly those of courtly lyrics, would case next; Tobe complete and cover all the texts proposed for the beginning C011190,there would have to be an explanation of the methods of oral orthematic cceposition used in the chansons de gee rte; In addition thecome means of embellishment tauglit in mecii&FaViranuar, rhetoric,



and puetics must be exOntnod and illullircacd; this includes the
vit,torJrn1 10 vices and their relntion to the different types ofstyles, as these were understood in the Middle Ages. (grand, middle,and low; difficult and simple). It would not be necessary to describeand illustrate all the rhetorical figures and trope", but only thoseapplicable to Old French and common in the texts used for the course.I know of no student texts covering all these subjects, except cne ortwo in German, and the lack must be felt acutely by anyone who at-terapts a study of the style of Old French literature.... Finally, thereshould also be an introduction to Old French versification, illus-trating the ways in which varieties of effect are produced in veryformal courtly lyric, as well as in such average lines as the octo-syllabic couplet nines plates, All the instruction would be based.on illustrations and irerciees taken from the reading material, asin the grammar proper. Poetics is a difficult and often tedioussubject to master; but, like grammar, it is essential to an appre-ciation of a literature as formal as that in Old French is wont tobe.

I have described in this paper the type of grammar I be-lieve would be most suitable for an undergraduate course in OldFrench; and I think I have proposed no revolutionary changes., except,perhaps, in relegating phonology to a secondary position it is notaccustomed to occupying. There are the main divisions of standardstudent grammars: sounds, forms, and syntax, ands in additions asection on poetics; The emphasis on different topics would be detersmined to a large extent by the standard beginning texts, and theillustrative material and exercises- would cane largely from them;It is hoped that such a grammar, combining language and poetics,would be helpful in preparing a relatively large number of studentswho would be able to begin serious work in Old French language andliterature in their first year of graduate school;

Douglas Kelly, University of Wisconsin


